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We take the Nominal multiple-meaning words which are collected by Modern 
Chinese Dictionary (fifth edition) and modern Chinese Standard Dictionary as the 
object of this thesis, focusing on comparison about the Nominal multiple-meaning 
words between the two dictionaries. This thesis analyzes several questions being 
involved in label of word class, separation of entry, establishment and combination of 
meaning, etc. This thesis altogether includes five parts. 
The first chapter mainly introduces the research object, purpose, significance, 
materials, methods and related research situation. 
The second chapter mainly analyzes separation of Nominal multiple-meaning 
word in Modern Chinese Dictionary and Modern Chinese Standard Dictionary.  
According to category of the item’s label of word class in two dictionaries, we inspect 
their collected situation and discuss some related factors. Then we compare the 
Nominal multiple-meaning words which labels “shu”, “fang” and “wen” between the 
two dictionaries, analyzing their separate setting rules.  
The third chapter stats the shared Nominal multiple-meaning word in Modern 
Chinese Dictionary and Modern Chinese Standard Dictionary. They share 531 
Nominal multiple-meaning words. The former have 255 unique Nominal 
multiple-meaning words, the later have 176 Nominal multiple-meaning words. 
Because these Nominal multiple-meaning words contain homophones isomorphic 
words, so we compare them and classify them into different categories. 
The forth chapter focuses to compare and analyze the establishment and 
combination of meaning in their shared 531 Nominal multiple-meaning words. 
Among them, there are 281 Nominal multiple-meaning words whose meaning is the 
same, about 53.4% of the total amount. The other Nominal multiple-meaning words 
whose meaning is different mainly displays in meaning sequence, the number of the 















of their shared Nominal multiple-meaning words appeared in two dictionaries. Hence 
analyze the four conditions to establish meanings and explore the standard of 
combining meaning, based on the course of the senses. 
The fifth chapter summarizes the contents of each chapter in front and lists the 
defects and the unresolved problems of this thesis.  
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第一章  绪论 































































第二节  研究材料 
本文所分析的材料来自第五版《现代汉语词典》和《规范》，另外也参考了
第二版《规范》，下面对这两部词典做简要的说明。 
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